Commercial letter

PA Avant-Group LLC in partnership with TM HYBRO is occupied with export of heating systems of Ukrainian production, specifically ceramic infrared/convectional HYBRID heating panels. Ceramic heating panels HYBRID are the new brand-new invention and a breakthrough in the field of electric heating. The name HYBRID stands for the principle of double heating: infrared and convection. The combination of the two principles of heat speeds up the warming of the room in general and allows you to create the most comfortable room climate conditions for living. The technology used in the HYBRID panels is one of the most efficient alternative in the field of electric heating.

There are number of significant advantages that distinguish HYBRID from another alternative heating systems, namely:

- Less cost of equipment system’s installation.
- No maintenance required.
- HYBRID panels do not raise dust, do not burn oxygen and do not dry air.
- Ability to set the temperature and program the heating system for each individual room.
- Silent operational system.
- Modern and changeable design.
The most unique feature of panel is the use of natural ceramics, which provides better transmission of infrared waves in the longwave spectrum and allows panel to accumulate heat for some time even after it’s being turned off. The product possesses monolithic body and it is not to be disassembled. With use of a special compound the calibrated ceramics is being hermetically bonded to the body of the device with regards to the thermal gaps and linear thermal expansion coefficient. Such construction ensures maximum durability of the device.

PA Avant – Group LLC seeks for reliable partners for the further building of TM HYBRO’s international dealership in the countries of EU and North American region.

We hope for active and productive cooperation.

Best regards
PA Avant-Group LLC